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The Horsemen of the Apocalypse Let Loose 
 

Several photos that prompt me to ask "What's wrong with this picture?"  And it 

explain why things are about to get much worse. Starting with the expanding war on 

all fronts and world famine.  

 

The coming world collapse of world order from a lack of food, energy and finance is 

merely a symptom.  It was preceded by world collapse in moral order. And it is my 

thesis in these coming blogs these are the reason for the release of the "Horsemen of 

the Apocalypse" of Revelation 6. 

 

The  moral relativism of the West is spreading its cultural corruption to the rest of the 

world and its ambiguities regarding truth and lies, right and wrong, moral or immoral.   

 

A prime example of which is the picture below: 

 

 
 

 

What is wrong with this picture?  Well these are the podium winners of the recent 

American national collegiate women's swimming championships.  In this case the 

national women's freestyle champion.  What is wrong with this picture? Well the 

person on the left is a 6'3" 219 pound man who swam last year in the men's swimming 

races but could not win any and decided to call himself a woman and now won the 

woman's national freestyle title. And America cheered him on for his bravery. 

 

How could this be you might ask? Well America is not sure what a woman is.  This 

was clearly illustrated this last week in the Senate chambers of the American 

Congress.  Pres. Joe Biden promised America that if elected and he needs to make an 

appointment to the Supreme Court he would nominate a black woman. This week he 

kept his promise for the coming empty seat on the Supreme Court and Judge Ketanji 



Jackson faced the US senators for her confirmation hearings. Senator Marsha 

Blackburn asked Judge Jackson the following questions this last Wednesday: 

 

Sen. Blackburn:  Can you provide a definition for the word "woman"? 

Judge Jackson: Can I provide a definition? No. 

Sen. Blackburn: Yeah? 

Judge Jackson: I can't. 

Sen. Blackburn: You can't? 

Judge Jackson:  Not in this context. I'm not a biologist. 

 

Voltaire the French Revolutionary writer and cynic in his war against the atrocities of 

the Catholic Church and their belief in miracles had this to say in his essay 'Questions 

on Miracles": 

"Any one who has the power to make you believe in absurdities has the power to 

make you commit atrocities." 

 

The recent history of America has been the power of the ruling elite to make the 

people believe in absurdities that have led to atrocities.  It can be small atrocities like 

young girls dreams and hard work to maybe one day win the American collegiate 

national freestyle swimming championship only to find out she faces the absurdity of 

having to compete against a powerful male swimmer.  Or it can be major absurdities 

that lead to major atrocities.   I give you another picture with again the same 

questions.  What is wrong with this picture? 

 

 
 

What is wrong with this picture?  This is the BBC news reporter in New York on 9/11 

live on air with the World Trade Center towers 1 & 2 fallen.  And behind her is WTC 

building 7 and as she is talking reading her script that this 47 story building has also 

collapsed to her shock behind her live on camera the building falls. After she 

announces it.  Absurd? The problem was that the jet that was supposed to crash into 

this tower never arrived, shot down in Pennsylvania probably but news said the 

passengers stormed the cockpit. 

 



Most Americans still think only two skyscrapers collapsed from burning kerosene fuel 

because two jets flew into them.  There was a third 47 story World Trade Center 7 

that simply collapsed into its  own footprint an obvious controlled demolition with no 

jet flying into it. An absolute Absurdity. Like the non-existent Boeing 757 leaving no 

massive debris on the Pentagon lawn after it supposedly crashed there. Absurd but 

nobody wanted to tell the truth.  It was a missile strike.  And all the top US army 

command based at the Pentagon went outside that day saw the debris and knew the 

truth...and still went to war against Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Iran, Syria, Yemen..... 

 

If you can make a people believe in absurdities then you have the power to commit 

atrocities. Major atrocities require major absurdities.  

 

The extent of those atrocities that stem from national absurdities was recently reported 

by prestigious Brown University of America on the war atrocities following the 9/11 

attacks: 

 

Brown University findings contained in their “Costs Of War Project”,  reveals: 

“Over 929,000 people have died in the post-9/11 wars due to direct war violence, 

and several times as many due to the reverberating effects of war...Over 387,000 

civilians have been killed as a result of the fighting...38 million is  the number of 

war refugees and displaced persons...The US federal price tag for the post-9/11 

wars is over $8 trillion...The US government is conducting counterterror activities 

in 85 countries...The wars have been accompanied by violations of human rights 

and civil liberties, in the U.S. and abroad ".  

 

Marilyn Albright the former US secretary of state and recently deceased appeared on 

the major American CBS "60 Minutes" TV program and was interviewed by Lesly 

Stahl about America's war against Iraq and it's effects on especially the children: 

 

Lesley Stahl: "We have heard that a half million children have died. I mean that is 

more than died in Hiroshima.  And you know is the price worth it? 

 

Secretary of State Albright: "I think this is a very hard choice but the price - we 

think the price is worth it." 

 

Looking at the Ukraine invasion by Russia and the atrocities now occurring there one 

can ask, so what absurdities compelled the Russians to such actions?  Was it the 

absurd notion that American forces and missiles on its borders in a NATO Ukraine 

was really no threat to Russia?  Was it the absurdity of Russian fears that American 

bio-lab facilities in Ukraine  were weapons facilities when in actual fact they were 

purely for scientific research? Was it the absurd dreams of Russia longing for more 

land, more resources and closer borders to NATO through possession of Ukraine? 

 

I don't know what is going on in Putin's mind or NATO's plans.  I do know the next 

absurdity now being seriously discussed and proposed by Poland and Pres. Biden is 

that NATO needs to send "peacekeeper force" into Ukraine to stop the war. I also 

believe Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov's threat and warning that if NATO forces 

"peacekeepers" or not, cross over the Ukraine border then that starts World War 3. 

 

How do we God's Church respond to all of this? 
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The first response must be "blessed are the peacemakers".  We do not take sides.  

There are our brothers and sisters on both sides of this conflict.  There is a vibrant 

church in Ukraine and there is a vibrant church in Russia.  We pray and intercede for 

all the family of God. 

 

Next here at Kingdom Vision we always ask 3 questions: 

 

1) What is Jesus doing? 

2) Where is Jesus going? 

3) Are we taking up the cross filled life and following Him? 

 

Here are my answers for this time as I indicated from the title of this blog:  

Jesus is releasing the four horsemen of the apocalypse to put an end to the absurdities 

and atrocities of a world that has gone mad in its rejection of the Kingdom of God. 

And when they have done their work, from the ashes will rise and grow the Kingdom 

of God to cover the earth. 

 

To briefly encapsulate the 4 world trends since 1991: 

 

1) The White horse Rev. 6:2 
And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a 
bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth 
conquering, and to conquer.  

 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 there was only one world hegemon. 

One world power...America.  It looked like a white horse that the good guys ride in 

the movies. Peace on earth had arrived.  No need for mass armies, large defense 

budgets. Time to disband NATO. Time to spend the peace dividend on health 

education and welfare.  But no the rider of the white horse had the sole crown and the 

sword to conquer the whole world. And conquer they did.... 

 

2) The Red Horse Rev. 6:4 
And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given to 
him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should 
kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword. 
 
Then came 2001...9/11 and a manufactured atrocity to take peace from the earth for 
endless wars against endless enemies.  And when the Middle East was destroyed the 
next would be wars in Europe and Asia. More enemies everywhere. 
 
3) The Black Horse Rev. 6:5-6 
And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of 

balances in his hand.   And I heard a voice in the midst of the four 
beasts say, A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of 
barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.  

 

We are now in the time of the consequences of world conflicts and wars.  This is 

coming...money and economic collapse, resource collapse, and world food production 

drastic decline with world famine coming. 

 

4) The Pale Horse Rev. 6:8 



Behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell 
followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth 
part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with 
death, and with the beasts of the earth.  

 

Death will stalk the earth and the gates of hell will open in the decade coming.  Where 

you see "beasts of the earth" think little beasties like viruses and bacteria.  Bio-labs 

research is not done for new medicines.  They are done for bio-weapons. The silent 

mass killers. 

 

And don't think we are only facing nations and wars and economic problems ahead 

only.  The entire system is unbalanced and in massive earth changes: 

- half of America has been for 3 years in a mega-drought. 

- Nations like Australia and now recently New Zealand have been in unprecedented 

floods and droughts and fires. 

- The Antarctic continent is now enduring a massive heat wave!!  40 degrees cent. 

above normal. 

- China has been experiencing severe floods that have destroyed crops and harvests. 

 

And I can go on..... 

 

How do we as a church respond to the coming traumas and earth upheavals?    

 

I believe the Lord has already started the shift to the church of the future. 

 

The Covid pandemic of 2 years has forced the church back into where it started....in 

the home.  The church expression is going to be small and big.  Small groups meeting 

for real discipleship and accountability and growth in love and care for one another 

and more in touch with those who are hurting.  And the church is going to go big....as 

in I see the emerging of the many small in a city networking across traditional lines of 

division to form a large city expression of the church. 

 

Large because the problems that face us over the next decade is going to mean we 

need to be able to mobilize all the people of God and their talents and their skills to 

heal the earth, establish the visible expression of the church among the nations. We 

are going to have to be the peacekeepers in the earth, the healers of the breech, the 

restorers of the foundations of a new Christian civilization. 

 

We are going to have to feed the hungry and heal the brokenhearted as Jesus 

announced in Luke 4;18.  There will be many broken hearts, lost dreams and seeking 

souls.  And many hungry to feed. 

 

Just like we had to take up the cross, die to self in order to follow Jesus.  So the time 

has come for nations to be crucified and die to absurdities and vain imaginations and 

follow Jesus where He goes. 

 

And we need to lead the way...... 

 

 

 


